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Daiwa fishing reel parts uk

See the full version: daiwa spare parts!!! Grr!!! Italy28-01-2011, 10:35am from the daiwa website. You can expect a friendly and helpful voice during a phone call. We try to deal with all inquiries quickly, but sometimes we may take the time to get a solution. Remember, this is because we try harder. Reel spare parts Yes every drawer you see is full of reel
parts. We can keep the reel in operation for a long time, and the parts are stored for at least five years after the reel has stopped working. Just called them and a new reel holder for my infinity will cost £32.50 and wont be in stock until the end of April!!! Low-speed, efficient operation! Anyone else had problems or know where I can get one a bit sharper?
Cheers Carp-Hunter-7728-01-2011, 11:13am from the daiwa website. You can expect a friendly and helpful voice during a phone call. We try to deal with all inquiries quickly, but sometimes we may take the time to get a solution. Remember, this is because we try harder. Reel spare parts Yes every drawer you see is full of reel parts. We can keep the reel in
operation for a long time, and the parts are stored for at least five years after the reel has stopped working. Just called them and a new reel holder for my infinity will cost £32.50 and wont be in stock until the end of April!!! Low-speed, efficient operation! Anyone else had problems or know where I can get one a bit sharper? Cheers never had a problem, good
fast reliable performance. what infinity reels do you have? Italian28-01-2011, 11:29Yeah, I thought I offered good service too. XBR 5500S bindings. Carp-Hunter-7728-01-2011, 12:02all and can think of is they have to come from abroad? it is worth asking them. from the daiwa website. You can expect a friendly and helpful voice during a phone call. We try to
deal with all inquiries quickly, but sometimes we may take the time to get a solution. Remember, this is because we try harder. Reel spare parts Yes every drawer you see is full of reel parts. We can keep the reel in operation for a long time, and the parts are stored for at least five years after the reel has stopped working. Just called them and a new reel
holder for my infinity will cost £32.50 and wont be in stock until the end of April!!! Low-speed, efficient operation! Anyone else had problems or know where I can get one a bit sharper? Cheers we should all start using middle pins!! tuftylover28-01-2011, 12:58imo Diawa worst customer service ever, naughty and dear Carp-Hunter-7728-01-2011, 13:03imo
Diawa have the worst customer service ever, rude and expensive? maybe it's you or how you approaced them. why where ruude and what you can find expensive about them only other companies know that daiwa service is tackle box and they are double the price imo Diawa have the worst customer service ever, naughty and expensive agreed. I I bang on
about it and go into a long wind story, but I had an epic nightmare of time dealing with Diawa spare parts. It was about 10 years ago, but the episode was a joke. I think it took 8 months, 2 phone calls, 3 letters and reposting items back and forth before it was cleared. Madness lol. Sorry mate I had to have the last one! came the next day but expensive at
£32.50... fishmaster28-01-2011, 20:36allways had good service with daiwa, you have to catch them on a bad day, now shimano .......... are slow and rude, (and Welsh!) jdgeary128-01-2011, 20:50It is very slow and very expensive. It took me 5 months to get some parts into my ISO, which were basically small items that eventually cost me £80. I have a price
for a new ISO handle, £90, £90 for a handle for the Good God! Always find Diawa &amp; Shimano to be more than helpful!! DaveBarratt28-01-2011, 23:14No impressed H.O Daiwa himself. The general attitude of employees seems to be weak, very slow, do not return calls and do not seem to give a cushion about customer service. That being said, I did fare
better once I insisted on talking to Steve McAveney. DecoyBoy28-01-2011, 23:58I'm going to make them great, they didn't have the parts supplies I was looking for, so they dismantled the new reel and had a part of me too in 4 days.. Italy29-01-2011, 00:52Seems more negative than positive reviews at the moment! sparkyjon31-01-2011, 18:54allways had
good service with daiwa, you have to catch them on a bad day, now shimano .......... are slow and rude, (and Welsh!) you have to catch them for good days, I have a thread somewhere about my last daiwa experience, 3 months to handle 3 reels and they came back with anti reverse not working everything I had was an attitude about them taking them back
to repair, the woman said she must have a bump in transit , well if that's all I need to break 6000t then I don't buy daiwa again , I bought some ss2600 and now sold both sets of drums and bought some shimano ultegra 14000 xtb instead, as all I've heard is good stuff about them, and oi whats wrong with the Welsh people??? :nono2: :lol: I used the Service
Daiwa spare parts twice. Both times were excellent. I broke the tip section on my Trevs built Infinity X rod. You've knocked me down wiv fevver, wise Trevor. £35 posted. I expected you to have to pay a'nundred quid at least. Plus I was afraid they would send me a Daiwa built blank which is diff color but not. They were Bob on. Another time I asked Brian
Skoyles on the Carp Show if he would try and learn the story of my old SS5000 drums. The next time I went to the factory he did just that and then he called me to pass on the information. Then he took me on a romantic date, won and ate me, gave me a lift home and never even tried to bypass 1 base. Competent But speak as it turns out. GENERAL31-01-
2011, 20:20The smallest customer service around are joking after my reels on my windcast. No fit I wanted 3 marchers to get their snotty Scottish waffle down to me Daiwa are a joke the company will never use again now sold windcast and got Shimano tech mags ;) never again will I use, buy or recommend Daiwa Total arsehole lol company, £32.... they
wanted £20 last year for a new handle when I sent my Infinity to service... I said no thanks ..... and that's just because the bouncy bit doesn't work, lol Jess Collins03-02-2011, 16:10my mate sent his 6000 t off to be serviced some time ago took ages to come back and anti revers e was**ed on one of them hes in the process of trying to sort them out... have
now sent it 3 windcasts out for use in the meantime, but the time he's been waiting to get em sorted is not funny not good from big name like daiwa andyboy21uk03-02-2011, 21:34daiwa customer service is shocking!!! made numerous emails/phones and still no answer! feel like taking my new basiairs back to the store and telling them where to stick em.....
Get me a part number, and mische check if I can get the parts for you. I know that the difference in the price of parts in Japan and parts in the UK is nothing short of shocking. Something like £50 for a handle in the UK, £9 from Japan. Powered by vBulletin® Version 4.2.2 Copyright © 2021 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. We service Daiwa fishing
reels and we have a huge selection of original daiwa fishing reel parts in stock. If you can't find the required part call us on 07523142760 or email Display on page 12 24 36 48 60 1 - 36 out of 670 results 1 - 36 of 670 results DAIWA SERVICE GETS YOU BACK ON THE WATER Daiwa has a great team of service technicians waiting for the drum service. The
reel is like a car, it should be held once a year to charge smoothly and effortlessly. Why not send the reels in the off-season so you'll be ready to fish in the spring. Daiwa parts now have spare parts, such as 100mm bait handles. Our customer service team will help you find the part you need to help you enjoy a hassle-free day on the water. You don't want to
find out your fishing reel needs to be repaired when you have the Big One hooked up. Instead, turn to eBay for a great range of Daiwa drum parts for sale. Read on to learn more about choosing the right parts for your Daiwa reel for your fishing needs. How do I choose the right parts for my Daiwa reel? While you'll probably have plenty of choices when
shopping for daiwa reel parts, there are a few tips to help you find the right one for your reel. First, it is worth specifying what is causing any with the drum. Be sure to check your Daiwa reel charts and parts list to help diagnose the problem. Then take the time to confirm that you have the right parts. These figures should be a direct Finally, if it's an accessory
item, such as a handle or case, choose the color or pattern you like. You can find parts of the Daiwa reel in bright colors such as pink and blue, as well as more traditional neutral and gray. Large selection of Daiwa reel parts for sale No matter what type of reel parts Daiwa are looking for, eBay is a good place to watch. You can find something from a daiwa
viento part for bait to a Jual spare part or a reel for Daiwa spinning reels. Here are some examples of parts you can find: Daiwa spinning reel handles and knobs that will help you get good grip when reeling while reels catching both spinning reels and drag baitcasters bushings that can help control feed on the Gears line, springs and tensioners to help keep
the reel rolling smoothly routine maintenance items such as grease and reel oil When is it a good idea to buy used parts? There are times when buying a used part is a good idea. For some older Daiwa reel models, you may not be able to find new parts. In other cases, the parts used may represent a better value. This can be especially true for people who
only use fishing reels from time to time and do not want to invest a large sum of money in their maintenance. If you have an older model reel in which new parts are not produced For some parts such as reels and handles that are not exposed to excessive wear In cases where you plan to use the reel only from time to time
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